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Abuse of Child Abuse Experts in England

I have watched with dismay this story evolve in England for over a decade. It's a complicated story described in detail in the Chadwick et al and Hey articles in this issue.

In my opinion neither of these doctors should ever have been put through this ordeal. There is something grossly wrong with the medical and legal system, which allowed this to happen.

—Jerold F. Lucey, MD
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In this article we address the recent actions of the General Medical Council in the United Kingdom affecting 2 pediatricians who are major contributors to pediatric knowledge about the intentional suffocation of infants. The General Medical Council struck one of them from the register of licensed medical practitioners, but the decision was appealed successfully. The council restricted the practice of the other pediatrician. After a review of the transcripts of the hearings, we conclude that the opinions given by both doctors were responsible, and the transcripts suggest that the conduct of the hearings was unfair. Licensing boards may have difficulty in competently regulating doctors’ expert testimony, at least in cases involving child maltreatment.
Within a little more than 1 year (2004-2005) the governmental licensing agency for medical practitioners in the United Kingdom, the General Medical Council (GMC), found 4 doctors guilty of serious professional misconduct because of their actual or offered testimony about child abuse cases; 3 involved the same case. The case, in its criminal form, is known as Regina v Clark, and it also led to a civil protection case involving a child born after the 2 previous siblings had died suddenly and unexpectedly, each at ~3 months of age. The 2 doctors who were disciplined, Professors Sir Roy Meadow and David Southall, are pediatricians recognized internationally for pioneer work in defining and describing child abuse by suffocation. A third doctor is a pathologist who performed autopsies in both of the fatality cases. Another practitioner had been involved in other cases. This article reviews the cases of the 2 pediatricians who have studied suffocation.

In February 2006, a court of appeals overturned the GMC verdict in Meadow’s case. However, Southall is still excluded from work in child protection, and the spreading and international effect of the GMC actions persists. The first and most important concept cited by the appeals court judge was a theory of witness immunity, a technical legal theory. The judge also opined that the GMC had not made its case, but it did not pursue the underlying issues of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) and child abuse that were at the heart of the original case.

In this licensure process, the 2 doctors and their research work came under attack, and the issue of the definition of SIDS was subjected to intense and flawed analysis. However, the most important effect of the actions of the GMC may be a general chilling of activity and a pall of silence cast over doctors in the United Kingdom and elsewhere who use their skills to identify and protect abused children. Child abuse medical research may also be inhibited by the public information campaign that accompanied the GMC actions.

In an effort to “protect the public,” the GMC attempted to assess the quality of the doctors’ expert testimony. Their efforts seem to have failed because of difficulties in understanding the technical issues involved and the absence of clear standards and guidelines for this peculiar class of medical practice. In this article we address the medical issues raised by the GMC, the fairness of the GMC processes, and the issue of the regulation of expert testimony by licensing agencies.

**THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF MEADOW AND SOUTHALL**

Meadow was among the first doctors to point out that intentional suffocation of infants occurred and might be recognized because it was repetitive or was confessed or witnessed.\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^4\) Other observers described similar cases.\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) Some cases fit the picture of Munchausen syndrome by proxy.\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^10\) and other infants were dead at the time of first medical contact.

Southall first showed that apneic episodes in premature infants did not predict later SIDS,\(^1\) demonstrated then by video-monitoring acts of suffocation by parents inflicted on their hospitalized infants.\(^12\)\(^,\)\(^13\) These infants were all still alive when they encountered health care, a fact that made them somewhat easier to recognize than those in whom the first suffocation was fatal. However, the very dangerous acts committed and recorded in the hospital established their reality in the face of incredulity.

Taken together, the work of these 2 British pediatricians (confirmed in the United States and elsewhere\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\)\(^,\)\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^12\)\(^,\)\(^13\)\(^,\)\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^15\)\(^,\)\(^16\)\(^,\)\(^17\)\(^,\)\(^18\)\(^,\)\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^20\)\(^,\)\(^21\)\(^,\)\(^22\)\(^,\)\(^23\)\(^,\)\(^24\)\(^,\)\(^25\)\(^,\)\(^26\)\(^,\)\(^27\)\(^,\)\(^28\)) has established the fact that parents sometimes suffocate their young infants and may cause their deaths by this form of abuse. The exact incidence of the phenomenon has never been known; however, it seems probable that the cases in which suffocated infants present as sudden infant death without findings of trauma at postmortem examination would be much harder to identify (without confessions by their caretakers). Therefore, an unknown proportion of infanticides are still unrecognized, uncounted, and lumped in with SIDS.

**METHODS**

The transcripts of the hearings at the GMC for Southall and Meadow for allegations of professional misconduct have been reviewed.\(^24\)\(^,\)\(^25\) The findings of the 2 GMC panels and the details of the conduct of the 2 hearings are analyzed. The authors also reviewed portions of the transcript of Regina v Clark. The findings were analyzed against the background of knowledge of the medical issues from existing literature. The conduct of the hearings was considered from the standpoint of fair processes, including the GMC’s own published standards.\(^26\) Some insight into the recent changes in GMC policies has been provided by a historical document describing their evolution.\(^27\) The changing policies evolved as a result of a perceived past failure of the GMC to recognize a dangerous doctor, a general practitioner who, over the course of years, murdered dozens of his patients.\(^27\)

**FINDINGS**

**Background of the GMC Cases**

Both cases were based on complaints about expert testimony that was given or offered in criminal or protective legal actions stemming from the back-to-back deaths of 2 young infants born to the same couple, Sally and Stephen Clark. The complaints were brought by the Clarks or their relatives. Both pediatricians were found guilty by the GMC of “serious professional misconduct.” In the case against Meadow, his testimony had been given in the criminal proceedings of Regina v Clark. After the conviction of Sally Clark and during proceedings for...
protection of a third infant of the same couple. Southall offered testimony that the wrong person had been convicted based on information first learned from a television documentary that put Stephen Clark, through his own words, alone at the scene of a nonfatal nosebleed and choking episode that preceded the death of the first infant by 10 days. At the time he offered this testimony, Southall was under a suspension of his child protection work imposed by the National Health Service on the basis of a complaint by a citizen. The complaint alleged multiple misdeeds involving all sorts of personal and professional activities, and the National Health Service inquiry cleared him of all of them. Nevertheless, the suspension lasted for 2 years while the fantastic allegations were being investigated.

The Medical Issues
The medical issue in the Meadow case concerned a statistical estimate of the risk of recurrent SIDS presented to the criminal court as part of his testimony. The issues in the Southall case were both the significance of the nosebleed incident and the manner in which Southall inserted himself into the case.

We have considered both issues in great detail. It is our opinion that, although both physicians may have been led to overstate their positions, the testimony that Meadow gave and that Southall offered was within the range of responsible medical testimony based on the available medical literature. In Meadow’s case, the prosecutor who called him to testify asked certain questions but not others. Southall seems to have been led by another (possibly conflicted) expert witness who had been asked to evaluate his evidence before it went to the judge in the case and who met with Southall to evaluate his opinion.

The statistic used by Meadow was that the risk of SIDS death in a family such as the Clark family would be 1 in 8543 births, and that the risk of 2 SIDS deaths in the same family would be the square of this number, or 1 in 73 million. This latter estimate came directly from a government report that was in the process of publication at the time of his testimony and was published soon after with the exact same figure that he quoted. The government report included a caution that this squared estimate might not account for risk factors that might be the same for the 2 children in the same family. This issue of the lack of statistical independence not being addressed in his testimony was the crux of the GMC charges against Meadow. A number of estimates made by other authors exist, and some were cited during the GMC testimony.

An important caveat that was ignored in the GMC hearings is that SIDS, as currently understood, includes an unknown proportion of infanticides by “soft suffocation.” This fact confounds the definition of “innocent SIDS” and any comparisons between SIDS and infanticide incidence. Only Meadow testified about that fact, and his testimony seems to have been ignored despite the fact that 2 prosecution experts were SIDS experts and one of them had written about this fact. Finally, it is essential to recognize that the definition and incidence of SIDS has changed over time and will certainly continue to do so.

Meadow testified that in low-risk families (as defined), successive births leading to SIDS might occur about once a century in the United Kingdom. We calculate this event as likely to occur about once a decade or so among educated and employed mature parents if the relative risk for a sibling SIDS death is between 5 and 10, the upper range of relative risk among estimates for siblings published in the medical literature. In charging Meadow, the GMC estimated that a second SIDS death is likely to occur at a rate of 1 in 200 families, an estimate that requires a relative risk estimate of at least 40 or >4 times higher than the highest published risk estimates for siblings. Neither Meadow nor the GMC got the statistics quite right, although Meadow quoted an official report: the source of the GMC estimate was not provided. Testifying about statistics can be complicated, but it seems that Meadow’s testimony was held to the standard of a professional statistician by the GMC. The incidence of SIDS is unstable and probably falling.

It is worth noting that in Regina v Clark, no expert testified that either infant had died as a result of SIDS.

The significance of the nosebleed incident was backed by published work by Southall and others. Although evidence and argument can be advanced that the physicians’ positions may not have been as definite as they may have put them in the context of their formal statements, that evidence and those arguments were easily available to all parties at “all material times.” The evaluation of conflicting expert testimony of this sort is the daily bread of juries and judges.

The Conduct of the Hearings
The conduct of the hearings at the GMC seems to have been unfair. Both physicians were represented by counsel employed by a malpractice insurance carrier that had no financial interest in the case. One of their solicitors had recently served as a defense counsel in a case involving alleged suffocation. The GMC’s prosecuting barristers (litigators) represented both the GMC and the complainants! The prosecutors called a large number of expert witnesses to guide the thinking of the GMC panels. Cross-examination of these experts by the defense counsels failed to bring out important facts. The defense counsels called no witnesses except the defendants, who pled their own cases and then were subjected to prolonged and unrestrained cross-examination by the prosecutors.
Expert Testimony and Medical Licensing

In conducting these cases, the GMC set itself up to regulate the expert testimony of doctors. This is a novel excursion. In the Meadow case, the GMC held Meadow to standards testified to and established by professional statisticians, not by doctors, as the standard for his expert testimony.

Two of us have attempted to define “irresponsible expert testimony” in child abuse cases. That article contains a recommendation for peer review of expert testimony but stops short of recommending review by state medical boards in the United States. Although expert testimony may be considered a part of the practice of medicine, competent review and regulation is a task that requires great expertise and a great deal of time. The state licensing boards in the United States may lack these capacities.

Whether the GMC has the competence to accomplish this task is also open to question. In both countries there is a paucity of both statutory and case-law signposts, and considerable disagreement exists about the idea of expert witnesses who can or should explain both sides of a case.

PRESENT EFFECTS

In his testimony in the Meadow hearing, Alan Craft (President of the Royal College of Pediatrics and Child Health) states that pediatricians in the United Kingdom are seriously intimidated about child protection cases by the actions of the GMC. The effects on children have not been measured thus far.

COMMENTS

The appeals court opinion setting aside the judgment in the Meadow case coincides with our view that the GMC failed to make its case but convicted the doctor anyway. We concur with the appeals court opinion, but our concerns go beyond that decision.

Child protection by physicians in the United Kingdom is reported to have been crippled by the actions of the GMC. Time will tell if the apparent chilling effect of the actions of the GMC will adversely affect child health in the United Kingdom.

The GMC failed to conduct balanced hearings in the cases involving Meadow and Southall. It also went beyond its competence in attempting to regulate medical expert testimony in child abuse cases, and its own documents reflected difficulty comprehending the selfsame statistical issues that it claimed one of the charged physicians had misrepresented.

The counsel that represented the physicians in these 2 cases seems to have failed them by not pursuing testimony by outside experts or clarifying its own role in an earlier trial in which it defended a family against charges of multiple deaths by inventing a defense theory of serial sudden infant death. One of the pediatricians whom the firm was defending had been a prosecution witness in the earlier case.

The rest of the English-speaking countries can learn from these mistakes. Although peer review of expert testimony is needed, regulation by licensing bodies is premature until they can demonstrate both competence and fairness.

The epidemiology of child abuse is clear. We believe that continued application of medical expertise is required, and we hope that physicians will not be discouraged from developing expertise in this area by the incautious incursion of an unprepared licensing authority. Ongoing medical research about child abuse is also essential and should not be discouraged by attacks on researchers. We must encourage the younger generation of child abuse doctors to do their work in both practice and research.
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